The days of using automated B.S. software are over because with the simple pushof-a-button this...

"REVOLUTIONARY - New Software
Instantly Creates Websites That
Generate Rivers Of Cash And
Quickly Attract Hoards Of Free
Organic Traffic -- Without Getting
You Banned By Google!"
As You Read Every Word Of This Special Report, Burn IT Into The Back Of
Your Mind...Because You're Going To Learn How YOU Can Effortlessly
Generate At Least 3 Hot Income Streams Or More And Quickly Attract
Massive Amounts Of Free Organic Search Engine Traffic -- All At
Breakneck Speed -Note: This is NOT another website about How to
make more with Adsense!
From: Jo Han Mok
Date:
RE: Niche Money Holes
Dear Fellow Internet Marketer,

T

he gig is up...!

I've been keeping this under wraps for far too long.

Imagine...A 100% Complete Software That Empowers ANYONE
With The Ability To Push A Button And Instantly Generate
Hundreds Of 'Search Engine Friendly Websites' That Grow By
Themselves, Attract Traffic, And Bring In Adsense, ClickBank,
Advertising Revenue And More...All On Complete Auto-Pilot!

Now, does all this talk about "special software" and search engine traffic give
you an eerie sense of dejavous?
I know you're thinking that what I just said is a bunch of total B.S. because...
There are tons of software products that promise you the sun the moon and the
earth and yet...they either work for week and then get banned or they're
completely useless.
Shucks, I'd rather get kicked in the teeth than stuck for another one of
these bullshit pieces of software!
-- Do you feel the same way?
Well stick with me for just a minute and you're gonna' see how your days of
using useless software are over.
I'm sure you agree that getting lots of organic search engine traffic is real
pain-in-the-neck!
Right?
It takes tons of content, lots of attention and your hard work and effort to
constantly update your pages to attract the search engines without giving
them a reason to block you.
Search engines are a peculiar beast with special needs that if met...you'll suck
in tons of targeted search traffic...BUT if you don't give them what they
want...well...
You get "ZILCH -- NADA" and you're stuck scratching your head wondering
where the heck you went wrong.
I'll tell you how to give them exactly what they want a little later, but first, my
psychic abilities (because I'm a magician as well) tell me that you're thinking...
"Do it quickly and automatically?"

Automatically Feed The Search Engines -HAH You Must Be LYING Jo Han!
Listen, I know how you feel but the truth of the matter is, that thought would
have been a real pie-in-the-sky dream until today.

Now, I'm gonna' be bluntly honest here okay...
And listen, I'm not tooting my own horn with what I'm about to say to you, but
instead, I'm just exposing you to a little bit of MY personal reality.
You see, it's a well-known fact that the Mok-ster (yours truly) can literally push
a button and profit at will.
And If you've been online for more than a day, then you know that the few guys
like me who really make the lion's-share of internet income have
specialized knowledge and tools.
No, we're not "Gifted" or "Marketing Gods" or something...We just know little
things that most people don't.
Those little things result in me being able to write my own ticket and buy
whatever I feel like buying...whenever I feel like it.
Fact is, I'm not some "internet millionaire guru type" that preaches the gospel
of making money in theory...
But rather I live it and breathe it everyday of my life and bring in a hefty sixfigure monthly income as a result...

Now You Can Do The Same Thing Too!
It may not be obvious to you why I'm so excited about this because hey --

You may not know me from a bar of soap so why should you
listen to me right?
The funny thing is, I was once living in an apartment that was so small, you
couldn't even swing a CAT in it!
Sounds hilarious right?
Come to think of it, I barely had enough money to buy myself ONE meal a
day. It was pretty pathetic really but, I had already taken a lot of money from
my parents to pay for school and when they heard about me wanting to quit
school to become an internet marketer and copywriter...they cut me off!

-- But thanks to the internet and this little-known piece of
software I can literally pump out profitable, traffic magnet

websites that pull in money from at least 3 different
sources...and I do it all on complete autopilot! -Needless to say, easy money makes me a bit frivolous nowadays.
As a matter of fact, to show you just how frivolous I can really be, because of
my automated income from using this wickedly effective piece of software...
Look at just a fraction of what I spent on a recent trip to the USA.
$1700 - 2 Day Hotel Stay In New York
$1250 - Magic Shop in Boston
$1986 - Lord And Taylor Boston
$3496 - Dessert Passage, Aladdin Las Vegas
$347 - Venetian, Las Vegas
$4000 - Masamoto Jacket
And none of that includes food and transportation and this was only
half of my trip!

"Stop Showing Off Jo Han..."
Now I know you're thinking one of two things right now...
"Why the heck is Jo Han showing off and rubbing it in my face?"
-OR"How in the world can Jo Han spend money like that and never work -it takes serious work to get a website bringing in traffic and income like
that...right?"
Listen, I'm not showing off...I wouldn't do that to you...I'm telling you this for a
reason.
But instead of giving you a smart-ass answer just to be get your blood
pumping, I wanna' really level with you here.
You see, like I said before I didn't have much money or ANY fame before I
understood the treasures that the internet holds. The fact of the matter is that
I'm no different than you, I'm just an ordinary guy who does extraordinary
things!
When I started out things like what I'm about to tell you didn't exist so I had to

learn my lessons the hard way and earn my money the hard way too.

NOT Anymore!
I can just as easily push a button and make as much or more money
with my unknown Auto-Income websites than I could by blasting a
special offer to my list!
This is a reality to me today but, it wasn't always like that.
It CAN be a reality to you too my friend.
Oh and as for all that dough I spent on my trip...
Heck I can make all that money back in 1 day if I felt like it!
I'm sure I'm not telling you something that you don't already know because it is
public knowledge.
What's not publicly-known and rightfully so, is the fact that I have always used
special tools to make my money.
Most of these tools have been proprietary software that I've paid BIG bucks
to have customized and created for my own secret use.
Kinda' like

Bruce Wayne a.k.a. The Batman. Heheh!'

This one is called...

Niche Money Holes
The Most Advanced Auto-Organic Website Creation Tool On The
Internet!
Now remember when I said that I would tell you how to give the search engines
exactly what they want...?
Well, here are the 7 critical elements to feeding those hungry little search
engine spiders what they love to eat --

7 "MUST Have" Elements To Attracting
Search Engine Spiders And Tons Of

Targeted Organic Traffic!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Relevant Content
Constantly Updated Content
"Naturally" Growing Content
Outgoing Links
Inbound Links
Natural (Human Created) Looking Pages
"Human Interactivity"

Let me explain further...
The first three elements seem practically obvious if you've been online for any
length of time but allow me break it down a bit more and explain how and
why content works the way it does.
As you probably already know...

The Internet is Basically...One Giant Keyword Search Database.
If you want to get your hands on an endless supply of free “laser-targeted
traffic"…then you must be ready able to supply fresh content that the search
engines will crawl and that people are actively searching for.
The first thing the search engine spider looks for is content that is relevant to
it's users, the people doing keyword searches like on Google.com.
These are people who are basically "people looking for stuff to buy or answers
to questions."
Now if you meet the 7 critical elements then these people are highly likely to
find your website but it first starts with relevant and updated content.

SECRET: Search engines are not concerned with how nice your

website is...all they care about is how valuable the information is to
their users! All too often you'll find
"Butt-Ugly" websites that take most if not all of the top 10 listings for
the keyword you are searching for.
The thing is, there's also a hidden secret behind this because it's not just
about having the content any more!

You see, in terms of growing content, Element #3 takes the cake!

MOST powerful type of
content you can possibly have on your website.

Naturally growing content is quite frankly, the

But, like most things related to getting traffic from the search engines, its
easier said than done...
Think about it, the search engines want to see that the content on your website
is natural...meaning a "human being" came there and updated it at a normal
human pace, depending on the size of your company or website traffic.
The problem that pops up is that YOU cannot personally grow your own
content, short of posting articles and such types of things yourself.

HOW Do You Build "Naturally" Growing
Content Without Working Your Fingers
To The Bone?
Well the answer is simple my friend and it's one that is making literal
fortunes for people just like you and I.
All you have to do is have other people grow your content for you!
Now I'm not gonna' beat around the bush here.
I'm gonna' tell you that this requires having one of the following:
•

A popular as hell blog which requires lots of work.

•

A HUGE forum which is even MORE work and attention

•

A state-of-the-art software like Niche Money Holes -- which puts it all
on auto-pilot for you!

As a matter of fact, ALL seven of the "Must Have" elements are heavy work but
you can make it all virtual breeze with Niche Money Holes.
Lets cut to the chase so you know just how great this software is and then I'll
continue okay...

Here’s just a few of the things you can have or do with Niche Money Holes:

•

A HUGE ever expanding database of
constantly updated private label
articles that you can use to build your
content sites on the fly.***

•

Secret Auto-Organic Function: The
ability for your visitors to add their
own articles and update your pages on
their own!

•

Quick and easy 2 minute website
creation for all of your domains from
one control panel.

•

Your own unique advertising system that
takes payments from your website
advertisers for you.

•

Automatically fed Clickbank offers
added to your site for an additional
source of daily income.

•

Human-like and natural link navigation
that links up all of your websites.
This helps you rapidly get top
placement on the search engines. (VERY
Important)

•

Secret Auto-Organic Function: Littleknown message board feature that allows
individual message posts, giving your
visitors the ability to add there own
content and grow your website for you.

•

Rapidly increase your Adsense revenue
with the massive amounts of lasertargeted traffic you can now generate.

•

Secret Auto-Organic Function:
Automatically updated content -- being
added to your content site everyday
without ever having to lift a finger.

•

Simple to customize template pages that
you can easily cut and paste your
autoresponder code to. -- Can you say,
"Massive, Passive, List-Building?"

•

And a whole lot more...

Now imagine for just a moment that you had your own Automatic-Empire of
these websites making you hundreds or even thousands of crispy dollars a day.
Think about it...you can have hundreds of pages bringing you income from all
over the web and you do almost nothing!

How Quick and Easily Is It To Create a Site Using
Niche Money Holes?
Simply put -- You can choose a list of keywords and input them into Niche
Money Holes and it will create a site directory showing a random number of
listings per page.
And in only a matter of 2-5 minutes you can have income generating devices
that grab money from your future visitors like clockwork!

Here are just a few examples of how Niche Money Holes will make you money
with out you lifting a finger…
•

Text-link Advertising - People pay for their
website to be listed (advertised) in specific
categories on your website.

•

ClickBank Income: You can easily add
advertisements that are fed directly from
Clickbank right to your niche websites and
your affiliate ID is on everything.

•

Pay Per Click Advertising: Website owners can
buy traffic from you on a pay per click
basis. Just set the price and you get paid
automatically through Paypal. This is how
Google makes their BIG bucks...why not you
too!

•

Affiliate Income: Cleverly disguise your own
product offerings throughout your directory
pages and you can easily generate affiliate
income from affiliate programs you belong to.

•

Search Engine Pay Per Click Revenue: Just add

other PPC engines like Search Feed and
Revenue Pilot to your Directory Listings so
you can earn PPC revenue.
•

Subscriber List Income: Well if you're gonna
get traffic anyway you might as well
passively convert some of them into
subscribers and send them offers too.

Now you don't have to depend on Adsense alone to make
massive, passive income!
FACT: Google has already started to reduce the amounts it pays out

to Adsense publishers and it's only just begun!
Why?
Well Adsense is attractive to more than just you and I as you already
know and just about every Tom, Dick and Harry are wannabe
Adsense publishers now. Each one, even if ineffective are reducing
the traffic flow to your big payout keyword sites and diluting the
amount of income that's possible to earn from the Adsense program
itself.
That's a problem for most Adsense publishers but not for you!
Plus...

You Won't Get Sandboxed By Google!
Yes, the best part about this incredible piece of software is that you won't have
to worry about getting your websites “sandboxed” by "Big Brother" Google.
How is that possible?
Simple...This advanced program will have all your websites looking natural and
growing at a natural “human” pace without leaving any footprints that make the
search engine spiders think otherwise.
This state-of-the-art portal building software can rapidly generate focused

niche sites, with a wide variety of content and automated functionality.
Niche Money Holes has the most advanced auto-content, auto-growth and autoincome features on the market that force it grow exponentially within your
niche.
Can you imagine planting a seed to grow a tree in the Amazon Rain Forest?
What do you think would happen in a few years?
That tree would grow into a GIANT and start multiplying itself right?
BUT -- what if you added some kind of SUPER-Steroid Fertilizer in the
soil...then what?
You guessed it...it would grow and start multiplying like a weed, and before you
knew it...you grew an entire forest yourself!
Internet time moves at the speed of light so just imagine
planting a juiced-up website "seed" using nothing more
than Niche Money Holes and a few clicks of your mouse!
Just picture thousands of people linking to your site because of all the incredible
content you offer (most of it you never even wrote).
It starts really simple and then WHAM...tremendous growth!
You will become a recognized authority in your niche, giving you long list of
people just waiting to trade links with you and loads more people linking to
your website content.
Just look at this...

Keep in mind that one-way links are extremely important for a good solid
foundations to obtain a top position in any search engine.
That's #5 on our list.
With lots of inbound links you'll not only have the targeted traffic
coming back to your site but also the search engine ranking and
organic traffic as well PLUS -- the income that comes with that boost in
traffic.

Quite frankly, your choice is as clear as daylight and if you just
can't wait...

Grab Your Copy Of "Niche Money Holes" NOW and Start
Building Worry Free, Search Engine Friendly Websites At
Lightening Speed!

So What's The Cost AND The Catch Jo Han?
Okay I'm not going to tip-toe or dance around this one because your time and
my time is money so...
The CATCH is that because this is a software that you can literally unlimited
niche Auto-Organic portal websites with I don't want it laying around and

available for any old wannabe to putz around with.

So I'm doing TWO major things to it...
1 - I'm locking this baby down and making it a web-based "members only" (and
tracked) log-in process.
2 - It is a limited availability product. That means that a definite number of
access codes will be sold. Only 500 member access codes to be exact.
This is a You Snooze, You Lose type of deal.
I don't want my users to be worried about everyone having the same tool...fact
is, less than 2% of all buyers will actually use it for its TRUE potential and
purpose so don't worry.
As for the Cost...
Well I looked around the ol' net and poked into some of the products that are
still around despite their ineffectiveness and danger to your website, then I
looked at what others are charging for things that do only a fraction of what
this cutting-edge tool does and the number I came up with is $197.
Now normally it's typical that a marketer or product owner tells you they'll
discount the damn thing because of some blah blah reason or other but this
aint' the case here bucko!
I think that for the 250 articles a month alone this will is far too low a price to
charge. And you're getting my Niche Money Holes software too! But, hey I'm
known for some of the more controversial type of offers out there and rightfully
so.
I want the 'Little Guy' to succeed!
Alright, alright I'll be straight with you -- I want the 'Little-Guy' to KICK

friggin' ass...not just succeed!

Okay now for some more good news:
Heheh -- This is where the REAL Jo Han Mok comes out to play!

Limited Time Bonus: IF you are one of the first 100
people to purchase Niche Money Holes today, not only will
you get the constantly updated articles and other content

to choose from BUT you'll also get an additional 250
article pack to kick-off your site creation!
This offer is set to expire as soon as we reach the 100 mark and that's it!
I'm THAT confident that even without the extra 250 articles this software will
sell out in no time at all.
So the main question you should be asking is...
Can you do it? Can you join the ranks of the frivolous spenders or top moneymakers? Sure you can and Niche Money Holes give you the ability to do just
that! Order your copy now and, who knows, you could be one of the Women (or
Men) that are journeying down the path of financial freedom or increased
income before the day is out!

Get Instant Access To "Niche Money Holes" by
Clicking Here Now...

WAIT a Second!
My hunch is you need a little persuading or reassurance right?
So you know what...? I'll make it...

Absolutely 100% Risk Free!

"Our Simple, No
Weasel Clauses
Guarantee!"
It's really very simple...
You get a full 8 weeks to use Niche Money Holes
and see if it really works as well as I say it does! If you
don't feel that it is worth hundreds of times what you
paid for it, simply ask for your money back. We'll
refund 100% of your money - no questions asked! For
whatever reason. As I said before, I don't want you to
pay a single penny if you don't like it!

There you have it... the procrastination busting encouragement you've
been waiting for!
So, what the heck are you waiting for?
You're only SECONDS away! Once your order is processed through our secure
server, you'll be able to immediately access 'Niche Money Holes' and start
learning how profitable a website can REALLY be!
Sorry, I had to say it!
This is a one-of-a-kind offer that won't be around forever, so do yourself a big
favor and...

— ORDER RIGHT NOW —
The 'little guy' CAN succeed,

Jo Han Mok
#1 Best-selling co-author of The E-Code
P.S. - Remember, the risk is entirely on me. You can use every strategy
and technique from this powerful program for two full months and prove
to yourself that they work as well as I've promised...or you get your
money back.
P.P.S. - One more point. It's important: A year from today, you could
be struggling to bring in Adsense revenue and even affiliate revenue… or
you could be passively making a fortune. I thought this software idea
was so good that I paid over $15,000 to develop it -- but now you can
experience the same benefits that only a select few have been privileged
enough to discover for only $197. It's a pretty fantastic deal when you
consider how high this software can take your website rankings, traffic
and income. Take Action NOW!
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